As a Coach/ Counselor, Randi Fine has
compassionately guided thousands of
people, both nationally and
internationally, in their life journeys. A
professional writer, her highly regarded
blog Narcissistic Abuse Awareness and
Guidance with Randi Fine is translated
and read in 180 countries worldwide.
Randi Fine is a Professional Speaker and
Radio Show Host of the acclaimed Blog
Talk Radio Podcast, A Fine Time for
Healing, living in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. She is the author of Close
Encounters of the Worst Kind: The
Narcissistic Abuse Survivor’s Guide to
Healing and Recovery and Cliffedge
Road: A Memoir
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A FINE TIME FOR HEALING
"A SANCTUARY FOR YOUR EMOTIONAL WELLBEING"
Podcast Radio Show Host Randi Fine writes shows and interviews top experts in their fields about topics
relating to physical, emotional and spiritual health. She encourages others to make whatever changes are
needed in their lives to allow them to reach their maximum potential.
Current statistics: 9 years running, 500 shows
HTTP://WWW.BLOGTALKRADIO .COM/RANDI-FINE

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE WORST KIND: THE NARCISSISTIC ABUSE SURVIVOR’S
GUIDE TO HEALING AND RECOVERY

Published by RaFi Publications LLC 2017©
ISBN-10: 1973915626 ISBN-13: 978-1973915621
Available in Paperback and Kindle

Close Encounters is a comprehensive, compassionate and supportive guide to understanding the
unique and complex nature of narcissistic abuse and the emotionally crippling syndrome that results
from it. This groundbreaking book gives narcissistic abuse survivors the most complete and trustworthy
roadmap to guide them through the healing process, into recovery, and ultimately to the freedom and
happiness they deserve.
Narcissistic abuse survivors, concerned supporters, and helping professionals will find the most
up-to-date information on the psychological, emotional and physical effects of NPD abuse. Readers also
learn how narcissistic abuse infiltrates various settings including work, family-of-origin, friendships and
romantic relationships.
Written in a non-labeling, non-judgmental style, survivors will find this book highly educating
and empowering.
To those people in your life who cannot possibly understand what you have endured, you no
longer have to explain. Just hand them this book.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS BOOK TRAILER

Published by RaFi Publications LLC 2019©
ISBN-13: 978-1704457918
Available in Paperback and Kindle

World renowned narcissistic abuse expert and respected leader in her field, Randi Fine writes a brutally
honest, gripping autobiographical account of her bizarre life growing up with a narcissistic mother and
pattern of adult trauma that follows.
With Ms. Fine’s signature “have coffee with me and chat” writing style, her intriguing stories, and her
host of fascinating, memorable, three dimensional characters that leap off the page, this book is a page
turner.
Cliffedge Road is the first and only book to characterize the life-long progression of complications
caused by narcissistic child abuse. But the true focus of the story is the author’s dauntless determination
to change herself and rise above the lot in life she’s been given.
In a serious tone lightened by strategic bouts of comic relief, Ms. Fine masterfully evokes a range of
emotions. Using her life as an example she teaches us that no matter the circumstances there is always
hope. Nothing is impossible. Miracles do happen.

CLIFFEDGE ROAD BOOK TRAILER

TESTIMONIALS
“Unequivocally, the best way to build bridges of mutually shared commitments of understanding is through a
strong and effective system of communication and conflict resolution. Randi Fine has spent a lifetime building
these bridges of trust with those most in need. Her expertise and skills have proven to be instrumental in helping
individuals build lasting bridges of hope. She has countless tools in her knapsack such as compassion, heart of
gold, exceptional listener, critical thinker, problem solver, mentor, friend, and an unrivaled commitment to serve
others to name just a few. All systems are perfectly aligned for the results that they achieve. It is my goal to align
you with Randi Fine, a diamond in the rough waiting to be found by all who seek her assistance. Randi has
earned my highest , and without question, is a proven leader. She not only cares from the heart, she will be there
for you! There are some who claim a river runs through everything. I hope your river finds its way to an
exceptional individual and friend named Randi Fine. ~Charlie Cernat, Contracting Officer at USDA Forest
Service
“Conventional therapy utterly failed me in dealing with my tattered emotional life wrought by a soulless
individual with NPD. I initially saw a therapist who told me to learn from my mistake and move on. That was not
helpful at all. Not only did this advice set me up for failure, it deepened my sadness over the painful loss of the
relationship. I'd expected the opposite from a professional, licensed therapist; one who is supposed to possess an
in-depth understanding of the nature of narcissistic personality disorder, how if effects the individuals who suffer
from it, and the impact it has on those who have been abused by them. One would expect a trained mental health
professional to know that healing from this type of relationship is impossible with the kind of advice I was offered.
Apparently my therapist did not. After that experience I was left with the only option I thought available: research
and educate myself, and try to work through my pain and confusion on my own. Or so I thought . . .Then I met
Randi Fine. Randi is truly a life-saver to victims of NPD such as myself. Ms. Fine has extraordinary insight into
individuals with NPD and compassion for the victims left gutted and destroyed in their wake. Her knowledge base
is remarkable, her empathy unparalleled, and her advice invaluable. If not for Randi Fine, I would not have been
able to successfully recover from my experience with a narcissistic personality disordered individual. She has
taught me so much about myself and has given me the tools and courage to move forward and avoid these
predatory individuals in the future. If not for Randi Fine, I cannot imagine how long it would have taken me to
recover from the emotional abuse I suffered. Since working with Randi, I have successfully recovered from that
relationship in much less time than I ever thought possible, and now I feel like my life has been given back to me”
~Heidi B., Attorney
“I am so grateful for my session with Randi. I have been in a confusing abusive marriage and finally there was
someone who could see with clarity what I was going through. She not only validated my pain, but offered clear
direction as to what the problem was and how I could begin moving forward to become the whole healthy

individual I was meant to be. I look forward to working more with her so that I can continue the process of
growing and healing. Randi gave me help and hope.”~M.U.
“Randi is a blessing in my life. Because of her, I have hope. She is showing me that I am not as alone in this
world as I think I am; that there are resources readily available in my journey of self-love and acceptance.
Because of Randi, I have hope! I can actually see small changes that are making a big difference in my life, and
my confidence level has greatly increased. Words cannot express how much better I feel after speaking with
Randi. I am looking forward to starting to take care of myself and giving myself the things I have always so
desperately looked outside of myself for. Her support and words of encouragement are medicine to my soul. I am
looking forward to seeing how my life will continue to evolve on the journey of self love, hope, and care”.
~Regina S.
“When a friend of mine said that I needed to connect with Randi Fine I wasn't sure what to expect. After Randi
and I spoke on the phone there was only one expectation, that I was entering unchartered territories where my life
was going to drastically change. I cannot express how much that one phone call has and is changing my life.
When you come to know the truth that truth will set you free—it has for me. Thank you Randi.” ~P.A.
“Spectacular conversation with Randi! She has a lot of life experience with narcissism, so she knows what she is
talking about - so much better than my ex-therapist! Very pleasant one hour consultation with her and learn more
things with Randi. I highly recommend Randi to speak if you want someone to understand and be on the same
level with you! I would love to work with her sometime or in the future”. ~M.C.
“Randi Fine is an expert in her field. She shared the latest information and research throughout her conversation
with me. It was very helpful and just what I needed. Absolute par excellence! She shares wonderful insight and
understands the unique and universal issues that come along with personal development, counseling and life
coaching issues. She is personable, accommodating to schedule, knowledgeable and authentic. I enjoyed speaking
to her greatly. Thanks Randi!” ~Antonio T., Attorney
“Randi Fine is one of the most real, honest, intelligent, and caring people I have come across. She has the
capacity to listen, understand, and give excellent direction on how to heal from past pain, and live in the present.
Randi knows and understands narcissism; how it affects the children of narcissistic parents, how it affects all
relationships, and most of all she has solutions for those wanting to go from 'victim' or 'victor’. I recommend her
services to anyone suffering at the hands of a narcissist—it’s the best help I have ever received. She is
knowledgeable and knows how to counsel. What a great mix.” ~L.G.
“Randi is extremely knowledgeable in understanding and dealing with Narcissistic Personality abuse issues. She
asks great questions to really make you stop and think about why you're feeling what you're feeling, which was
such a huge help in making sense of the emotions I am struggling to deal with. She can fully understand and
relate to what you share with her, which is so refreshing as most people I have spoken to do not comprehend the
depth involved in this type of parental abuse. Thank-you!” ~J.E.
“Randi gave me so much clarity in my situation by hearing my story, going over the issues, and educating me. She
is a true inspiration and the hope I was desperately searching for. I recommend her to anyone dealing with effects
of NPD abuse.” ~L.B.

“Randi helped me understand what was going on with my daughter after my Narcissistic husband poisoned her
mind. Randi was right on with her advice. Within two days my daughter and I were back to our normal healthy
relationship. Randi provides wise advice when dealing with a Narcissistic partner.” ~S.N.
“I feel very blessed to have found someone to talk to that understands what I've been through. I have faith that
Randi will be able to equip me with the knowledge and the tools to overcome my past and end the cycle of
dysfunction for my own family. I would definitely recommend Randi to anyone in need of counseling—very
compassionate lady”. ~A.B.
“Randi was amazing!! She helped me to make sense of the last 20 years in one phone call!! She was
compassionate and understanding! Just incredible!” ~P.B
“I have known Randi Fine for over fifteen years. She is an immensely compassionate, understanding woman and
a great listener. Over the years, Randi has helped me work through many of my personal issues, always in strict
confidence. She is an insightful counselor with a very soothing way about her. I highly recommend engaging
Randi‘s counseling services to help you work through your life issues. She’s the best.” ~N.G.

WHAT RANDI ’ S RADIO SHOW LISTENERS HAVE TO SAY
“I recently found your podcast & your series from a few years back regarding NPD. I can't thank you enough for
the insight you've given me; I wish I could just sit down and have coffee with you. Because of you I've decided to
pursue therapy to deal with this hopefully once & for all. I am so sorry this was long winded but i just want to
thank you for making a difference and putting your stuff out there. Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!!!!” ~T.H.
“I stumbled upon your podcast after searching on "narcissism" and "podcast". I really wanted to offer my deepest
thanks Randi - your podcasts are healing. When I doubt myself, I simply listen and your words give me the
strength to do the right thing. That is everything!” ~E.Z.
“I've been enjoying your podcast discussions on NPD parents and their adult children. I relate to it quite a
bit. My brother and I were raised by an NPD mother. I've been in one-on-one counseling with a family focused
LMHC for a year or so, but would like to know if you are able to offer counseling sessions - considering your
expertise about NPD.” ~ A.T.
“I happen to find you in the middle of the night while I was searching for truth. After leaving a narcissistic
husband of 15 years I just want to say thank you for your passionate knowledge and enlighten information. Your
explanation about narcissistic personality disorder on you podcast is so clear I would like to print it give it to my
attorney to present in court.” ~E.
“I just heard your 5 part series on NPD mothers. My 2 siblings and I just recently solved the mystery of our crazy
childhood. Unfortunately it took me getting in serious trouble (and living out a lame defined role I’ve always had)
to figure it out. But its really great to finally have some answers! One thing I never can find I do on is the
silent/lost child which I felt was m; a lot of info about the golden child or scapegoat but not the forgotten child.”
~R.D.

“Thank you so much for taking the time to devote part of your life to getting this message out there. As you surely
know, growing up under the roof of an NPD family is a nightmare. But it’s a nightmare that’s all your own. I’ve
found it practically impossible to express to anyone (including my wonderful wife) anything tangible about my
childhood. It’s such a bizarre, insidious existence that drains you eternally, even long after leaving the home.
From my experience in the past, some therapists have little to no experience or understanding of NPD. I feel it
really is one aspect of Psychology that needs someone with extensive experience to treat and understand.” ~B.T.
“I just came across your podcast a couple of weeks ago and wanted to let you know how much I love it. You bring
so much insight and sincerity to each show. Listening to them really has helped bring some wisdom in dealing
with circumstances that are happening in my own life right now. I look forward to any new podcasts you have
coming up.” ~Anon

WHAT RANDI ’ S BLOG READERS HAVE TO SAY
“I came across a beautiful quote you posted on Pinterest. Somehow came to this page and read your prologue. As
a 55 year old woman I am always looking for the kind of person who looks at life with appreciation. When I was
reading I found you to be so honest, insightful and inspirational. Yes, I could see some of my life in you. I am
looking forward to reading your book. You definitly have a gift for writing and I thank you for sharing of yourself.
Blessings to you”. ~S.L.
“To begin, I can’t express enough my deepest gratitude to you for your time and consideration expended
addressing my inquiry. I’m so grateful. Randi, you’re a wonderful person, and you now have a new dedicated
follower and reader. I will be tuning into your blog radio show as a listener, and big fan. If there is anything I
can ever do for you, please do not hesitate to reach out to me. I’m a firm believer is Karma, and you just
increased your good Karma flow exponentially.” ~V.V.
“I have been reading your blog for about a year and enjoy your words of encouragement and take comfort in
knowing I’m not crazy. Being invalidated has been one of the hardest things for me. I stayed with a monster for
seventeen years because I assumed there was something wrong with me being as how no one supported or
acknowledged my pain. I’m glad for those people who don’t understand as it means they have not had an
encounter with this soul-destroying personality. Thank you for sharing your experiences. I’m sorry you and your
sisters had to live through that.” ~J.T.
“What a beauty about you….a warm and….deep joyous sensation as I intuitively connect with your energies. I
appreciate your generous and nurturing personality and wish to share my gratitude for people like you, who make
this world a better place to live, grow and share our experiences. Thank you for being such a positive and
EMPOWERING influence on us all, my friend.” ~J.
“Appreciating the time and effort you put into your site and detailed information you offer. It’s nice to come
across a blog every once in a while that isn’t the same out of date rehashed information. Great read! I’ve
bookmarked your site and I’m adding your RSS feeds to my Google account.” ~K.L
“Hello I am so excited I found your webpage, I really found you by error, while I was searching on Google for
something else, Nonetheless I am here now and would just like to say cheers for a fantastic post and a all round

interesting blog (I also love the theme/design), I don’t have time to go through it all at the minute but I have
bookmarked it and also added in your RSS feeds, so when I have time I will be back to read a lot more, Please do
keep up the superb work.” ~K.L

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. You are an expert on Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) abuse. What exactly is Narcissistic
Personality Disorder?
2. Is Narcissism and Narcissistic Personality Disorder the same thing?
3. Is NPD a mental illness?
4. You are very passionate about this topic. Why is that?
5. How prevalent is Narcissistic abuse in our society?
6. Who suffers from Narcissistic abuse? Who are its victims?
7. What are the symptoms of Narcissistic abuse?
8. You counsel people who suffer from this abuse. What are some common problems that you see
over and over with these survivors?
9. How do people contact you for counseling?
10. If the abuse is so severe, why doesn’t anyone step in and help while it is occurring?
11. Is there a particular type of partner that someone with NPD is attracted to?
12. Are people with NPD able to love anyone?
13. Why would someone stay with a partner who abuses them this way?
14. How does childhood Narcissist abuse manifest itself in adulthood?
15. Why is this abuse so hard to overcome?
16. Why are survivors blamed for what happens to them?
17. Is it beneficial for survivors to talk to other people about what happened to them?
18. What are boundaries and why are they so important to survivors of NPD abuse?
19. How does healing come about?
20. Can people who have Narcissistic Personality Disorder ever change?
21. What are the options for dealing with an abuser who will not stop abusing?
22. One of the Ten Commandments is to “Honor thy father and thy mother.” How can we stop
contact with our parents when God says that we must honor them?
23. Can or should survivors forgive their abusers?
24. What kind of help is available for those who want to heal their pain?
25. Does the suffering ever go away?

26. You have a new Facebook page for Narcissistic Abuse Survivors? How do people find it?

SPEAKING TOPICS


Narcissistic Personality Disorder: Comprehensive Discussion About Disorder



Narcissistic Personality Disorder: Family Dynamics, Role Assignments



Narcissistic Personality Disorder: Intimate Relationships (Dating, Marriage, Partners)



Narcissistic Mothers and Their Daughters: Special Dynamic That Exists



Dealing With the Narcissist in Your Life: Establishing Healthy Boundaries, Determining Level
of Contact



Healing from Narcissistic Abuse: Coming to Acceptance and Moving Forward



Randi's Inspiring Story: A Woman Desperately Clinging to Hope in the Midst of Several
Traumatizing Events Followed By Her Remarkable Recovery



And more

RANDI ’ S SITES
Website:

http://www.randifine.com

Counseling Site:

http://www.randigfine.com/finecoachingcounseling

Radio Show:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/randi-fine

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/randifinecoach
https://www.facebook.com/narcissisticsurvivorsunited

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/RandiFineCoach

LinkedIn:

http://www.linkedin.com/in/randifine

CONTACT RANDI
LoveYourLife@RandiFine.com
Email:

loveyourlife@randifine.com or finerandi@hotmail.com

